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Thanks for considering Picquic 
for your promotional Tool.

Member #20071213 Member #69879

The power of word of mouth has made Picquic
Canada's #1 name in multiple bit screwdrivers.

D

=Picquic
INSTANT bit-changes

The original
SIXPAC Plus
item 8801SK

The artwork, design and trademarks imprinted on all products displayed herein are reproduced only as examples of the type and quality of imprinted 
products available and are not intended to represent that the products are either endorsed or produced by the owners of the artwork, design or trademarks.

There’s a Picquic model to suit nearly every application and every 
budget and thanks to their unique form and function everyone that 
receives your Picquic will appreciate, and use it for years to come!

 

Picquics are made for industry, they’re made for home and offices. 
They’re made for Men, Women, Teens and all kinds of trades.
Most importantly, Picquics are made to last, which makes them
especially effective as corporate gifts, rewards, and incentives.
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Picquic and Teeny Turner are registered trademarks; SIXPAC Plus, SUPER 8 Plus, MARINER, DASH 7, STUBBY, Multique 
are trademarks of Picquic Tool Company Inc. Copyright, 1988-2019, Picquic Tool Company Inc. Vancouver, B.C. Canada.

All Picquic products are protected with various forms of intellectual property in several countries.
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36 pack for 

trade shows: 

Teeny 
Turner. Ideal for

Packaging: Product comes standard in bulk 
(6 pcs. per carton), Teeny Turner (36 pcs).

Sealed blister packs (shown above) are extra
per costs shown regardless of quantity ordered. 

a

$0.28 $0.28 $0.28 $0.28 $0.28 $0.24 $0.24

Packaging details

NEW, low cost pre-production samples

For $35, (*plus 1st column individual product cost), we will provide 

exact specification samples on our full-colour printer. 

Pre-production sample cost ($35) will be 

credited towards any resulting order.

FREE SHIPPING TOO! That’s right, we’ll even pay the freight for

your printed pre-production sample, subject to ground shipments 

and via our choice of carrier.

Set-up costs 

do not apply for these samples but will be applied on any resulting 

orders per our usual terms. 

a

Shown: SIXPAC Plus item 8801AQ
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$70

$45.00

Single, one-colour imprint 

$0.25 per unit

$0.15 per imprint

$0.25 per imprint

Set-up charges waived,

standard imprint costs apply

 

Set-up cost initial print:    

Set up cost, 2nd unique print: 

included in product cost: 

Full-colour imprint: 

2nd location, single colour: 

2nd location, full-colour: 

Exact repeat orders: 

 

Imprinting charges and details

Art requirements: Vector files only (.AI, .EPS, .CDR.) All fonts converted to curves.

Proofs: We will size your print to fit the individual handle(s) to ensure accuracy 
and provide 100% size electronic (PDF) proof.  A virtual mockup (PDF) sheet can be 
provided on request.

Standard Delivery: 2 weeks from final proof approval (plus transport time).  Orders 
can be rushed and variable extra charges apply - please inquire at time of order.
Lead time for “Pad printed” orders is 3-4 weeks.

How to order: Combine item# with the color code: (ie: 8801RR is a Sixpac Plus in
Ruby Red Transparent color), and indicate choice of either bulk or packaged.

Custom moulded handle colors are available, subject to 1000 pcs min. order. 
Extended lead time (8-10 weeks) and extra charges apply depending on specific 
processing requirements and volume. 

Origin & shipments: All Picquic products are manufactured in our Vancouver, BC
Canada plant. Shipments are FOB our Vancouver plant.

For full-colour prints, final art must be provided with all colours in the file shown as 
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get).

Please note if art requirements are not met, additional art charges are $60 per hour, 
with $30 min. charge for 30 minutes of artwork labour. If artwork labour is required, 
our staff will advise accordingly before proceeding.

Pantone colours: - PMS (pantone matching system)
Our printer prints in CMYK. As a result, any specific PMS colours must be identified 
to us or we cannot print the job. All PMS “matches” are produced by a CMYK print 
process, not by pantone ink mixture. There are no extra charges for PMS prints 
but clients must accept that the colour is produced by CMYK and may vary slightly 
from the pure pantone equivalent. Note: If a perfect PMS match is required, we can 
only provide this on our pad printing equipment for an extra charge (charges vary 
depending on the specific colour of ink as this cost varies by colour). Pad printing
lead times are increased to 3-4 weeks from receipt of final proof. A plate charge of 
$70 applies in place of a set-up charge. Pad printing plates are permanent so when
exact repeats of the same product are ordered, there is no set-up or plate charge. 

Customers will assume complete responsibility for obtaining proper permission for 
reproduction of logos, patents, trademarks and copyrights.  

a

a

a

a

a

This price list & catalogue published and effective as at 
August 1, 2019. All terms, prices & product details are 
subject to change without notice. 

Please note: Picquic trademarks and patent information are printed 
on each product and package. Picquic products are sold exclusively 
through authorized advertising specialty distributors.



Ruby Red transparentRR

Print up to 5 impressions on most handles. 
Ideal for multiple logos, slogans etc.
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Fuchsia opaqueFU

Bright Red opaqueBR

Emerald Green transparentEG

Electric Blue transparentEB

Smoke Black transparentSK

Aqua-Marine transparentAQ

Black opaqueBK

Bright Orange opaqueOO

Process Yellow opaquePY

Gecko Green opaqueGG

RB Reflex Blue opaque
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Bright Blue opaqueBB
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Like it’s full size cousins, the DASH 7 comes with 7
1/4” Hex (2”) Powerbits, alloy shank & solid handle.
It’s smaller size reduces cost and keeps it compact
but it’s still ‘every bit’ a durable, no nonsense tool.
Dash 7 offers economy & a great gift for any reason.

The World’s first-ever Multiple bit Stubby and still 
considered the best! Ideal for the kitchen drawer
and superb for close-quarters work. High-strength 
magnet holds ‘working’ bit and screw securely. 
A shorter price, but big on features for any gift!

The slim, comfortable handle is great for smaller 
hands & finer work. Slender, high quality general
purpose bits allow access into deep recesses. It’s
also the perfect Picquic handle size for Women.

 The Multique delivers an excellent price point.

The “Teeny” is perfect for servicing eyeglasses & 
today’s electronic devices. Bright, fun colours are
especially appealing to the younger generation.
Fast becoming the most sought - after Picquic.
The smallest Picquic with the smallest price!

The original Picquic - Full size for professional or
at home use. Solid handle for maximum comfort
and torque; no moving parts to break (or lose).
Anodized aluminum alloy shank for years of use.
A long lasting corporate gift for any application.

The Mariner Picquic is perfect for any boater. Its
Electroless nickel plated bits resist corrosion and
allow it to withstand sun & harsh environments.
Anodized aluminum alloy shank for years of use. 
An excellent choice for that ‘Step-up’ gift.

All the same great qualities of the original with a
removable Stainless nutdriving shank that works 
great for hose clamps 
& other hex fasteners:
Ideal for safety awards & industrial related gifts.
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PRODUCT NAME FEATURES COLOURS ITEM # AND PRICING PER QUANTITYSHOWN BIT ASSORTMENT
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Maximum impression area: 2.375” X .354”

Maximum impression area: .5” X .185”

Maximum impression area: 2.030” X .25”

Maximum impression area: .875” X .354”

Maximum impression area: 1.375” X .350”

Maximum impression area: 2.375” X .354”

Maximum impression area: 2.375” X .354”
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PYBR OO

BB FU

BK

6.18 5.796.03 4.845.26

ITEM# 0601 MICRO SIZED HANDLE MODEL

11.23 10.5110.95 8.809.56

ITEM# 0501 FULL LENGTH / SLIM HANDLE MODEL

13.46 12.6013.12 10.5511.46

ITEM# 9101 ORIGINAL STUBBY MODEL WITH 6X 1.3” LENGTH 1/4” HEX INSERT BITS:

10.30 9.6410.04 8.088.78

ITEM# 0807 MID SIZE HANDLE WITH 7X 2” LENGTH 1/4” HEX POWERBITS:

26.91 25.1926.24 21.0822.92

ITEM# 8802 ORIGINAL HANDLE/CORROSION PROOFED

21.89 20.4921.34 17.1518.64

ITEM# 9808 ORIGINAL HANDLE W/NUTDRIVERS

16.06 15.0315.66 12.5913.68

ITEM# 8801 ORIGINAL FULL SIZE MODEL
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WITH 7X 3” LENGTH 1/4” HEX POWERBITS:
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WITH 7X 1” LENGTH 3/16” HEX MICRO BITS:

WITH 7X 3” LENGTH 1/4” HEX PLATED POWERBITS:
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WH Bright White opaque
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Teal Opaque

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499
12.34

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

60-239 480-959240-479 2500 +960-1499 1500-2499

16.81

20.66

7.91

10.34

8.62

4.75

WITH 7X 2.5” LENGTH 3/16” HEX SLIM BITS:

Delivered quantity is +/- 5%. Prices in CDN dollars, all taxes extra.(3CD2E)
Packaging, Set-up, print and plate charges (net).


